
Committee of Adjustment  
Attn: Secretary-Treasurer 
City of Vaughan  
L6A 1T1 
 

Email: CofA@vaughan.ca  
Fax: 905-832-8535 
 

Re: Minor Variance Application A042/21 (8234 Yonge St. Vaughan)  

 

To Whom it may concern,  

 

I’m writing this letter of support for Holiday Pet Care in their Minor Variance Application.  

I have been a client for 5 years and use their daycare/boarding/grooming for my dog- Stella who is a 
French Bulldog.  

I have been a Richmond Hill/Vaughan resident for 8 years so the location is very important to me, to 
allow me give my dog some interaction with other dogs when I’m either working most of the day, or 
have a busy day running errands, and unable to keep her entertained. I’ve boarded Stella at Holiday 
Petcare when I was flying for my wedding, and I really trusted the staff with the safety of my dog.  

I know that whatever the circumstance of my lifestyle, when it comes to making choices for my dog, 
Holiday Petcare is my reliable outlet. I value that they are professional, safe, and offer me a peace of 
mind. They’re accessible at all times, so if I need to get an update on whether she’s eaten or taken a 
medication (when required) I get fast responses. They truly care about their clients and the dogs they 
look after. I get pictures of Stella enjoying her time with her little fur buddies in the safely closed off 
fence.  

Have them continue to operate with the same quality of services and the same backyard space, as they 
have thus far. This is extremely important to me and the rest of the community. I see other clients come 
to either drop off or pick up their dogs, and you naturally develop a little community. We are all very 
content with the services and space at Holiday Petcare.  

I sincerely hope you grant this variance.  

Thank you for your consideration. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely. 

Mona Farahani  
 

 
8 Brightway Crescent, Richmond Hill, ON L4C4Z9  




